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DISCUSSION INTRODUCTION

BACK-TO-BASICS: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ISLAMIC FINANCE,
BANKING AND INVESTMENT TO FLOURISH IN NIGERIA
The world has changed. How Islamic banking, finance and investment chooses to respond to these changes may
be a generation-defining moment. Can Islamic finance in Nigeria use this opportunity to become truly responsible,
inclusive and ethical, while at the same time contributing to the country’s growth and development through
initiatives such as Sovereign Sukuk? What is a realistic assessment of Islamic investment management initiatives
in West Africa and where can Nigeria play a role? What influences the deployment of Shariah compliant capital in
the region and what do private equity, Sukuk funds, trade finance funds and Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs)
offer? What are the touch points between responsible finance and Islamic finance in Nigeria and West Africa and
what opportunities are on offer for closer collaboration and alignment between these activities? From the viewpoint
of Nigerian investors, what constitutes a green, responsible, ethical or sustainable investment? We ask a respected
panel for a new roadmap to success for Islamic banking, finance and asset management in Nigeria.

YOUR PANEL

OSCAR N. ONYEMA, OON
CEO, The Nigerian Stock Exchange

BOUBAKARI AKE
Head of Sub Saharan Africa Unit,
ICD, IsDB Group

www.redmoneyevents.com

HAJARA ADEOLA
Managing Director and Chief
Executive, Lotus Capital

AHSAN ALI
Head of Islamic Origination,
Standard Chartered Bank

BASHEER OSHODI
CEO, TrustBanc Arthur

CASSIM DOCRAT
Director, DDCAP (DIFC)

PATIENCE ONIHA,
Director-General, represented by
Monday Usiade, Head of Market
Development Department, Debt
Management Office Nigeria

NORFADELIZAN ABDUL
RAHMAN
Managing Director, Taj Bank
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NIGERIA: LEADER OF THE PACK
With its Sukuk aspirations finally realized in 2017, numerous Islamic banks now established and
the first Islamic REIT in the country recently launched, Nigeria has plenty to offer the global
Islamic finance community. After years spent steadily catching up with early starters such as
South Africa, Uganda and Djibouti, Nigeria has gradually sealed its position at the top of the
regional Islamic finance league. On the 16th November 2020, IFN brought together industry
experts and top decision-makers at its inaugural IFN Nigeria Forum for a detailed discussion of
the challenges and opportunities across the Nigerian market. LAUREN MCAUGHTRY writes.

We were delighted to welcome Oscar
N Onyema, CEO of the Nigerian Stock
Exchange, who elaborated eloquently
on the role that Islamic finance could
play in the current challenging economic
environment.
“Islamic finance has continued to prosper
and gain prominence across the globe,
spurred by the adoption of socially
responsible investment principles,”
Onyema noted. “Islamic finance is [also]
beginning to take shape in Nigeria, with
the emergence of new regulations and
markets to support the industry’s growth.
This has resulted in a growing number of
players, including two Islamic banks, four
Takaful companies, several microfinance
banks and managed funds. After the
issuance of the first Sukuk in sub-Saharan
Africa, the Osun State issuance in 2013,
the increasing appetite for ethical
investment in Nigeria has led to a further
three successful Sukuk issuances totaling
NGN350 billion [US$913.2 million] from
the federal government of Nigeria, all of
which were largely oversubscribed.”
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Onyema pointed out that despite the
disruptions, the global coronavirus
pandemic has also created opportunities
for providers of Islamic finance to diversify
the industry and accelerate its expansion,
especially for SMEs, microfinance and
retail lenders. “COVID-19 is shifting
the dynamics in the industry, and the
outbreak may create new opportunities
for Islamic finance markets, by
accelerating trends such as socially
responsible investing, sustainability and
digitalization.
“As normalcy returns post-pandemic,
Islamic finance has a critical role to play
in global economic recovery,” Onyema
urged. “The anticipated capital-raising
activities by governments, development
finance institutions and the private
sector present an opportunity to
enrich the Islamic capital market with
more issuances of SRI [sustainable
and responsible investment], ESG
[environmental, social and governance]
and SDG [sustainable development goal]
Sukuk.”

"As Africa looks
to implement the
continental free
trade area in January
2021, stakeholders in
the Islamic finance
market should also
explore opportunities
to promote
continental
trade"
- Oscar
N Onyema

“As Africa looks to implement the
continental free trade area in January
2021, stakeholders in the Islamic finance
market should also explore opportunities
to promote continental trade by providing
Shariah compliant trade finance products,
as well as deploying trade development
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programs to shift greater attention
to social impact, sustainability and
innovation in trade finance.
“Post-pandemic, the Islamic finance
industry in Nigeria and the world at large
must also work toward more integrated
and transformative growth by embracing
digitization. Fintech elements such as
smart contracts, tokenized assets and
crowdfunding platforms will facilitate
more Islamic finance at the bottom of
the social pyramid. In the post-crisis
world, Islamic financial institutions should
provide more services to SMEs during
their start-up, recovery and growth.
“There is also a need for better
standardization within the industry to
curb multiple interpretations of Shariah
principles, and strict enforcement of
contractual obligations” Onyema urged.
“The potential of the Islamic capital
market remains immense and is likely
to continue to expand, underpinned by
new markets, products and issuers. The
growing investor appetite paves the way
for the sell-side to explore opportunities
in real estate, derivatives and other
alternatives. Over the years, this trend
has helped issuers to raise non-interest
bearing instruments, thereby facilitating
the deployment of long-term capital
toward infrastructure and social impact
projects including education and road
construction. We will continue to provide
an efficient and liquid market for investors
and businesses in Africa to save and
access Shariah compliant capital and
investment. We promise to continue our
collaboration with all market stakeholders
to collectively contribute toward the
enhancement of this exciting asset class,
and ultimately to the growth of Islamic

"Economic shocks are
not new to Islamic
finance. But the
pandemic did have an
effect, especially
on the banking
side"
- Ahsan Ali
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finance in both Nigeria and Africa at
large.”

Back to basics
The main discussion was hosted by the
always insightful Hajara Adeola, the
managing director and chief executive
of Lagos-based Halal investment
management firm Lotus Capital, who led
a session characterized by intense debate
and diverse perspectives.

"When you look at
all that potential,
with [an] over 300
million population, the
status of the Islamic
finance industry
by comparison
seems slightly
underwhelming"
- Hajara Adeola

Hajara pointed out that West Africa,
where Nigeria resides, is the largest
region in terms of population and
number of countries (16) of Africa’s five
regions, and also has the second-largest
Muslim population after North Africa.
“When you look at all that potential,
with [an] over 300 million population,
the status of the Islamic finance
industry by comparison seems slightly
underwhelming,” she suggested.
Ahsan Ali, the head of Islamic
origination at Standard Chartered Bank
based in Dubai, gave his opinion on the
latest developments in the wider Islamic
finance markets globally, especially in
the post-pandemic world. “Economic
shocks are not new to Islamic finance.
But the pandemic did have an effect,
especially on the banking side,” he
admitted. “We are seeing the impact
on banks’ balance sheets now, in line
with what the conventional banking
sector has also experienced. In terms
of the Sukuk market specifically,
we had a good start in January and
February. There was a pause for a
good three months from March to
May, but the markets did open up
again, led by sovereigns like Bahrain,
Sharjah and Dubai — and then we

saw a surge in liquidity, mainly from
government stimulus, which helped the
Sukuk market largely erase that three
months’ pause.” Ahsan also stressed
the sustainability theme, stressing
that this trend is now moving out from
the governments and development
institutions into the corporate space,
with companies starting to issue their
own green Sukuk, which he cited as a
positive development.

"Almost 41% of the
African population is
Muslim, and Islamic
finance for Muslims is a
must, while its ethical
nature is also attracting
more and more
non-Muslim
customers"
- Boubakari Ake

Boubakari Ake, the head of the SubSaharan Africa Unit at the Islamic
Corporation for the Development of the
Private Sector, part of the IsDB Group,
gave an insightful overview of Islamic
finance opportunities within West Africa,
and Nigeria in particular, discussing what
might encourage the increased flow of
Islamic capital into the region — including
private equity, Sukuk funds, trade finance
and REITs. “In sub-Saharan Africa, there
is a large market for Islamic finance but
the potential is not being used even up
to 1%,” he stressed. “Almost 41% of the
African population is Muslim, and Islamic
finance for Muslims is a must, while its
ethical nature is also attracting more and
more non-Muslim customers. One of
the Islamic banks in sub-Saharan Africa
has, as its largest customer, the Catholic
church. So the potential is there and the
market is huge. Nigeria was one of the
pioneers in establishing an Islamic finance
regulatory framework in the region, and
the West African Central Bank followed
suit just 18 months ago, with the launch
of its own regulatory framework in June
2018.
“But even though Nigeria has a wellestablished regulatory framework, it
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only has two Islamic banks and a couple
of Islamic windows. By May 2020, out
of NGN37 trillion [US$96.54 billion]
total assets of Nigerian banks, the
non-interest banking assets accounted
for NGN159 billion [US$414.85 million]
— less than 0.5%. In the stock market,
out of the NGN30 trillion [US$78.27
billion] Nigerian debt market, Sukuk
account for NGN211 billion [US$550.53
million], which is 0.69% of the total size.
Meanwhile, when there is any Sukuk
issuance, it is oversubscribed. The
demand is there. So what is stopping
the Nigerian companies from issuing
more Sukuk? This is what we need to
find out, these are the questions that
need to be asked.
“Nigeria has always been the economic
driver of the sub-Saharan region, and
we believe it can position itself as
the capital of Islamic finance the way
Malaysia did in the ASEAN region.”

"You would also extend
the ability of people
in the GCC or Asia
to invest in Nigeria
through these channels.
We need to strengthen
the technology bridge
to encourage that,
at both the
individual and
institutional
level"
- Cassim Docrat

Cassim Docrat, a director at Islamic
intermediary and brokerage DDCAP
(DIFC), highlighted the role of
multilateral financial institutions to
advance Islamic banking and finance
in Nigeria, and the vital role of fintech
in doing so. He suggested that Nigeria,
as one of the founder members of the
IsDB and one of the largest contributors
of capital, was perhaps underutilizing
the potential support the multilateral
institution could offer, in comparison
to the disbursements made to other
equivalent emerging Islamic finance
economies. He also recommended the
creation of strategic alliances between
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Nigerian institutions and international
or GCC-based Islamic banks, which
would enable the white-labeling of
products that would help develop
the Nigerian market. “You would also
extend the ability of people in the GCC
or Asia to invest in Nigeria through
these channels. We need to strengthen
the technology bridge to encourage
that, at both the individual and
institutional level.”
Basheer Oshodi, CEO of
TrustBanc Arthur, debated the
definitions of sustainable and
green Sukuk, and whether
these had the potential
for growth in Nigeria. He
discussed the challenging concept of
the ‘capitalism’ of Islamic finance — the
drive to make a profit — and promoted
the concept of ‘shared value capitalism’
— how can we enjoy the advantages of
capitalism in a way that all stakeholders
can benefit from?

"In Nigeria, statistics
show that most of the
unbanked population
is toward the north,
which is predominantly
Muslim. That tells
us a lot about our
responsibility in bringing
these unbanked
people into the
system"
- Norfadelizan
Abdul Rahman

When it comes to the experience of
the man on the street, Norfadelizan
Abdul Rahman, the managing director
of TAJBank, the second non-interest
bank established in Nigeria, explored
the efforts that need to be taken in
order to promote financial inclusion —
and how fundraising through banking
and capital markets can be distributed
to reach the public efficiently. “How
do Islamic banks play a role in this
arena?” he asked. “One of our primary
objectives is to serve the Ummah, and
we don’t get to target our customers
while other FIs can. We serve the

general public, we serve everybody.
So the financial inclusion agenda is
squarely on the shoulders of the banks.
In Nigeria, statistics show that most
of the unbanked population is toward
the north, which is predominantly
Muslim. That tells us a lot about
our responsibility in bringing these
unbanked people into the system.
But we also need to understand the
reason why they are unbanked. One
is that many of them shy away from
conventional banking. Now that we
have the option of Islamic banking, how
do we reach out to them? IT, digital
channels and agency banking is the
answer to that.”

"We wanted to open up
a new source of funding
for the government,
and I would say
that has been
achieved"
- Monday Usiade

Patience Oniha, the director-general of
Debt Management Office Nigeria, was
represented by Monday Usiade, the head
of the Market Development Department.
He finished up the panel by giving the
sovereign experience of issuing Islamic
debt in Nigeria, as well as revealing what
we might be able to look forward to in
2021. “We wanted to open up a new
source of funding for the government,
and I would say that has been achieved,”
he noted.
“But we still have challenges. Looking at
the issuance statistics, the last NGN150
billion [US$391.37 million] sovereign
Sukuk was heavily oversubscribed,
but we saw only 38 ethical institutions
taking part. That number is a far cry
from what we would expect from the
ethical side of the investment class.
So we need to look at that angle, and
how we can encourage ethical financial
institutions to invest.”
To access the full discussion, including an
array of unique and exclusive insights and
observations from some of the leading
Islamic finance regulators and experts
from within Nigeria and across the West
African region, download the panel for
free at www.redmoneyevents.com.
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KEY TAKEAWAYS
The event highlighted the need for the IsDB and its member entities to support Nigeria even more considering the value of its shareholding. There
was emphasis on ensuring that practical Islamic finance goes beyond not just profitability, ethical, green and sustainable investments but should also
impact communities, reduce poverty, minimize income inequalities and create employment opportunities.
It stresses on the need to explore private equity funds that would be matched with impact investments especially healthcare and growth areas
like technology. Sukuk, REITs and trade investments are to be expanded even further in Nigeria since the Islamic finance asset and debt
market still shows a figure far less than 1% when compared with conventional finance.
With regards to financial inclusion, sincere access to Shariah compliant facilities for the bottom segment was prioritized rather than just
opening accounts.
Basheer Oshodi is CEO of TrustBanc Arthur.

The Islamic finance potential is not fully utilized as it represents less than 1% of the Nigerian banking industry and the Nigerian debt market.
Nigeria is one of the pioneers in establishing Islamic finance regulations in West Africa. The Central Bank of West Africa States launched the regulatory
framework 18 months ago.
The ethical nature of Islamic finance is attracting not only Muslims.
Nigeria can become the capital of Islamic finance in sub-Saharan Africa.
For Islamic finance to grow further, there is a need for harmonized Shariah rules and Shariah law, cross-border supervision, development of re-Takaful
companies and such.
The Central Bank of Nigeria can organize a workshop and invite all the key players to go through the regulation and suggest
improvements in order to make it an incentive for Islamic finance rather than create barriers.
Sukuk are in demand and every issuance has so far been oversubscribed.
Boubakari Ake is the head of the Sub-Saharan Africa Unit of the Islamic Corporation for the Development of the Private Sector of the
IsDB Group.

Nigeria, due to its size, economy and having the largest Muslim population in sub-Saharan Africa, represents an enormous opportunity for Islamic
banking finance at both the institutional and retail market levels.
Greater involvement with multilateral institutions such as the IsDB and its various programs will allow Nigeria to access a larger pool of financing
options.
Furthermore, participation with the IsDB will widen the investor base for Nigeria (as it has done for other IsDB member states) in a number of areas
such as infrastructure as well as the development and strengthening of the private sector within Nigeria.
With respect to private sector financial institutions, fintech can facilitate the rapid development of alliances with Islamic institutions externally
(particularly in the GCC and Asia) in areas of capital market products and retail banking opportunities. Domestically as well, fintech distribution
channels can obviate the need for a branch network across Nigeria thereby offering competitive products and services vis-a-vis
conventional counterparts.
However, the aforementioned is predicated upon a supportive regulatory framework within Nigeria that supports the development of
Islamic banking and finance within the country.
Cassim Docrat is the director of DDCAP (DIFC).
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PRE-EVENT CONTACT

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE EVENT

OVERALL EVALUATION OF THE SPEAKERS

20%

15%

25%

50% Good | 30% Average

45% Good | 40% Average

40% Good | 35% Average

Excellent

Excellent

Excellent

DELEGATES WHO WOULD LIKE TO ATTEND IFN NIGERIA FORUM 2021

DELEGATE BREAKDOWN
Delegates

27%

73%
Yes

Speakers

No

5% 95%
DELEGATE JOB TITLE BREAKDOWN

9

%

Executive
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14

%

Others

36

%

Management

24

%

Senior Management

17

%

Board Level Management
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DELEGATE BREAKDOWN (INTERNATIONAL & LOCAL)

82%

18%

Local

International

SESSION EVALUATION

BACK-TO-BASICS: OPPORTUNITIES FOR ISLAMIC FINANCE,
BANKING AND INVESTMENT TO FLOURISH IN NIGERIA		

Good
Average
Excellent

32%
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44%

24%
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IFN Podcasts NOW available everywhere

IFN OnAir Podcasts allow you to gain expert insights into Islamic finance
from around the globe. With your interest and convenience in mind, IFN
OnAir Podcasts are now available on your favorite platforms.

LISTEN NOW
www.islamicfinancenews.com

Follow us to be the first to receive our latest IFN Podcasts
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4M Electronics
9mobike
A.B.U MFB
A.U Mustapha & Co
AAC Professional Service
Abdul Kupa Farm Enterprises
Adeyemi College Of Education
Africa Prudential
Afrinvest West Africa
Afrotunity.com
Ahmedzakari & Co
AIICO Insurance
Akara Powder Foods
Albaitul Mukarram Model School
Al-Hikmah University
Al-Ikhlas Laundry Services
Almon Finance
Al-Qareeb Capital & Financial
Apel Asset
APT Securities & Funds
Ariz Asum Co
Ashaka Cement Lafarge Africa
Asset & Resource Management
Association of Commercial Diplomats
Astra Lonos Capital
ATBU Bauchi
Atesen Global Vision
At-Tanzeel Schools
Ausepco Ventures
Ayobamair Consults
Ayorinde Thomas & Company
Bayero University Kano
Baze University Abuja
Bilda University
Borderline Niegria
Brucken Associates
Burhama Consultant
Camry Securities
Capital Assets
Cardinalstone Partners
CBN
Centerpoint Risk Insurance
Central Bank of Nigeria
Central securities Clearing
Chellco Industries
Chevron Nigeria
CICN
Citi Investment Nigeria
CityCode Trust & Investment
Civil Service
CNL
Community and Social Developme
Concept Media World Incorporated
Cowry Securities
Credent Investment
CSL Capital (UK)
Daily Trust
Dammy Group of School
Daruttaleef Halal Investment
Data Mines Consult
DDCAP Group
Debt Management Office Nigeria
Dee Unique Schools
Delaware Horizon
Deloitte
Department of Petroleum Resource
Development Initiative of West
DID Consultant
DSU Brokerage Services
ECG Qatar
Ecobank Nigeria
Economics Direct Hub
Ediaro
Ekerin Atoloye & Sons
El-Elyon Alliance & Securities
Elizade Univeristy
Eminent Ventures
Energobuilding Construction
Enigma
Enilsag Nigeria Enterprises
Equity Capital Solutions
Ericsson Eesti AS
Ernst & Young (EY)
Eterna
Ethical Assets
Everx SHE Management Solutions
F.U.K
Fakholt Agro
FBN Quest Asset Management
FBN Quest Trustees
FCMB Asset Management
FCT Judiciary
FCTA
Federal Inland Revenue Service
Federal Medical Centre
Federal Polytechnic Education
Financial Edge
Financial Reporting Council
FINEOPOLIS Consulting
FirstBank
Florich Professional Services
FMDQ Securities Exchange
Foreverliving Products
Fortress Capital
Fosa
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FTI Consulting
FTSE Russell
FUG Zamfara
FullHouse
GCR Ratings
GIFASE Capital
Global Aid Foundation
Government
Greenwich Merchant Bank
GT Bank
GTI Capital
Guaranty Trust Bank
Gulf Net KSA
Hafwad Venture
Halal Art Gallery
Halal Hub
Hale & Hearty Farms
Halogen security company
Health Systems Consult
Heartreat Investments
Here and Beyond
Heryad George Enterprises
Hillcrest Capital Management
Hospital
Huawei Technologies
Hurlag Technologies
IBFCAlliance
Ibrahim Badamasi Babangida University
ICD, IsDB Group
ICICE
IHS Towers
IIIBF Buk
Infra Con Regulatory Commission
Institute of Islamic Finance
Institute of Management and Technology
Invesors & Trust Company
INYASS Engineering
IOTech
Istanbul Zaim University
Jaiz bank
Jaiz Takaful Insurance
Jimtab concepts pos
Jolaoso Associates
Kaduna State University
Kano Electrical Distribution Co
Kano State Polytechnic
KBTECH
Klean-It-All Services
Konsol & Associates (UK)
KPMG Nigeria
KRPC Kaduna
Kuntex
Kuwait Oil Company
Kwara State Government
Kwara State University
Laddan Furniture Company
Lagos State Government
LCCI
Limot Industry
Livestock Farmers Coop
Livewire Safety
Living Soul Group
LNIB
Lotus Bank
Lotus Capital
Lotus NIB
LPPFA
LTSPBN
Magnartis Finance and Investment
Mainstream Cooperation
Mainstream Energy Solutions
Marble Capital
Masryef Management House
Matrix Energy
MDS Logistics
Mega Management
Meme
Menic Holdings Nigeria
MESL Company
Ministère des Finances
Ministry of Finance
Miradi Consults
MJ & J Standard Farms
MQuad Consulting
MS & A
MTN Nigeria
Mujtarch Nigeria
Multipro Consumer Products
Muslimah Style Guide
Mutuza Farms
Naf Investment
Nahcon, Abuja
Nairametrics
NAPIMS
Nasfat
National Heal Scheme
Nectar Accounting Services
Nelsris & Associates
Nigcomsat
Nigeria
Nigeria Deposit Insurance Corporation
Nigerian Bottling Company
Nigerian Ports Authority
Nigerian Railway Corporation
Nigerian Stock Exchange

NIRSAL
Nnamdi Azikiwe University
NNPC
Noble Allies Multiservices
Norrenberger Financial Group
NSCDC
NUPEMCO
O A U ileife
Obafemi Awolowo University
Odu`a Investment
OK Snappy
Olabisi Onabanjo University
Olaitan Adisa & Co
One17 Capital
OptionXpress Services
OSAANET Info Tech
OSOPADEC
Overtheop Enterprise
Phoenix Global Capital Markets
Pinga Agro Investment
PIPC Securities
Polaris Bank
Preppus
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC)
Project Solutions Institute
Proshare Nigeria
Psalm Fiduciary
Qais Conrad Laureate
Qatar Petroleum
Real Hub
Real Technologies
Regency Assets Management
RID-Tech
Rotis
Salaam Gateway
Salini Imbregillo
Salsudan Enterprises
Sann9biz
Saracens
SEC Abuja
SEC Nigeria
Securities and Exchange Commission
Sefton Fross
Sidebrief
Sifnet Investment & Securities
Sigma Securities
SIM Enterprises
Sir Ahmadu Bello Memorial Foundation
Skycolors Global Concept
Skymit
Skyview Capital
SMAK-Consulting
Sodimm School
Stanbic IBTC Stockbrokers
Standard Chartered Bank
Sterling Alternative Finance
Sterling Bank
SunTrust Bank
Surulere Senior Secondary School
Swift Air Ambulance Services
Syntegral
TAIF Digital Institute
Taj Bank
Takaful A. A
Tanadi
Tawakal Medical Services
TCN
Teleflex Medical Europe
Tendermatch Nigeria
The Dairo Family Group
The FUTA
Therhophick Integrated Farms
Tiddo Securities
T-Mega Set
Toparc
Total E & P
Trexi
Trifecta
Tropical General Investment
TrustBanc
Twenty-Twenty Ventures
UCML Capital
UMRAIZAH NIG
Unilorin
United Population Fund UNFPA
University
University of Abuja
University of Ilorin
University of Lagos
University of Maiduguri
Utl Trust Management Services
Valleyfield Agro
Veritas Glanvills Pensions
Voice of Nigeria
WaheedTade iNnovations
WAIFEM
Was-lat School
West Africa Takaful
Y.Z.Abdulkareem & Co
Yaba College of Technology
YOA Consulting
Zakat and Sadaqat Foundation
Zedcap Partners
Zekky International Business
Zenith Montessori School
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The Leading Voice
In Mapping Shariah Compliant
Financial Tecnology Companies
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